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Now, of course, there would be a ... you could apply this te
from

in a preliminary way to the return to-the exile./ where Palestine has been

uninhabited places, eel- desolate and ... and they are going to rebuild them

and reestablish them.., but there is so much, in the verse

22 and 23 that could not really find the fulfillment iwply from the ei±- return

from the exile. . It seems quite plain that it looks beyond ... that may be

included in it. It does have a glimpse of return from the exile, but the stress

is on. the inheritaeeing --j- nations, and causing the desolate cities

which had formerly J no knowledge of truth' of God, of true God, to be inhabited

with those who are saved through Isaiah 53. Yes? (Q) Yes, I would say that
he is

in the f1r verse/comparing b&-. the believing ... the believing Israel and

then in the secon verse, he. is addressing to all those the that are redeemed.

Here, $-He is still addressing all the Israel and

here he Is . .there will, be some and there will be some stress on the physical

Israel... The big stress is o.the believing Israel... and he will be looking

'forward to the believers, or the believing Israel or some other ... The separation

distinctively ... the' Gentiles and others... I do not know .. . we have that

I do' not know if we have that much beyond the first verse . . . ."Yes, I would think
the

here that the cities which' did not have the knowledge of .W true God, the cities

where the people- were simply' aheaded for destruction.., they were going there on

hter-e- in their sin. No knowledge of the true God.., they were in that sense,

definitely ,.. and these cities are to be reached through what happend in Isa.
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